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ABSTRACT

The mechanical response of ultralight kagom�e structures consisting of hollow nickel (Ni) nanotubes and solid Ni nanorods to compression is
studied using molecular dynamics simulations. In both kagom�e architectures, 1

6 112½ � Shockley partial dislocations and twin formation are
observed under compression. The structure made from solid nanorods shows deformation near both the nodes and beams of the kagom�e
lattice. The hollow kagom�e architecture has a higher yield point than the solid kagom�e structure. The deformation in the hollow nanotube
structure is mostly localized in the nodal region for strains less than 11%. At higher strains, the deformation sets in all the struts and nodes
of the hollow kagom�e lattice. Owing to this two-stage deformation mechanism, the hollow Ni nanotube kagom�e structure shows less bending
and greater toughness than the solid Ni nanorod kagom�e architecture.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0031806

In recent years, we have witnessed significant developments in
the design of mechanical metamaterials with negative Poisson’s ratio,
negligible shear modulus, and negative compressibility.1–4 These
unusual properties of mechanical metamaterials have been exploited
to design beautiful, intricate, robust, and scalable three-dimensional
(3D) structures.5–7 Recently, ultrathin and extraordinarily flexible
sheets and hollow ceramic tubes have been synthesized.8–13 These flex-
ible structures have a wide range of applications in energy generation
and storage (e.g., batteries and solar panels), flexible electronics and
spintronics, self-actuated systems and stimuli-responsive sensing devi-
ces, and nanorobotics.

The field of metamaterials is still in its infancy, and there is very
little theoretical understanding of mechanical properties of metamate-
rials.14 The most common and the easiest way to study the mechanical
behavior of mechanical metamaterials is Maxwell’s constraint count-
ing approach, which depends only on the number of internal degrees
of freedom (DOF), Nf, and the number of internal mechanical con-
straints, Nc, in the system.15 In the absence of stresses, there are three
possibilities in the constraint-counting approach: (i) the system is
under-constrained for Nf > Nc, (ii) the system is over-constrained
when Nf < Nc, and (iii) the system is marginally stable when Nf¼Nc.
This approach provides a basic understanding of rigidity percolation
and zero-energy modes in constraint-based materials. However, in

real materials, there can be significant discrepancies between experi-
ment and the constraint-counting approach because the latter leaves
out an essential feature of real materials, namely, the existence of a
hierarchy of length and energy scales associated with various
DOFs.2,16 Thus, it is quite conceivable that a system may be mechani-
cally over-constrained and, therefore, rigid with respect to low-energy
modes and respond compliantly with respect to high-energy modes if
it is under-constrained.17,18 The hierarchy of length and energy scales
associated with internal DOFs in mechanical metamaterials has not
yet been taken into account and, therefore, fundamental understand-
ing of mechanical behavior under quasi-static and high strain-rate
loading conditions is lacking.

In this paper, we describe deformation mechanical behavior of
ultralight 3D kagom�e structures consisting of hollow nickel (Ni) nano-
tubes and solid Ni nanorods.19,20 Molecular dynamics (MD) simula-
tions indicate the formation of 1

6 112½ � Shockley partial dislocations
and twin formation in these systems. The kagom�e structure made
from solid nanorods shows deformation near both the nodes and
beams at compressive strains above 5%. In the case of hollow nano-
tube architecture, most of the deformation is confined to the nodes of
the kagom�e structure for strains higher than 11%. We observe plastic
buckling of solid and hollow architectures at 8% and 12.5% compres-
sion, respectively. Evidently, the hollow nanotube architecture can
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withstand much larger compression with very little deformation than
the solid nanorod kagom�e architecture.

We study deformation mechanisms in kagom�e lattices (KLs)
made from Ni nanorods and hollow tubes using MD simulations.21–23

A 32:5� 32:5� 32:5 nm3 KL is created by cutting eight cylinders
from the Ni cubic lattice such that their axes are aligned along the four
diagonals of the cubic lattice. The outer diameter of these cylinders is
10 nm, and they are either hollow (with a thickness of 2 nm) or solid.
The length of struts in each KL is 25 nm, and the angle between them
at the node is 45�. These KLs were subjected to uniaxial compression
with a flat punch.24 A fixed substrate of dimensions 52:8� 52:8�
2 nm3 is placed at the top and bottom of the KLs. Figure S1 in the
supplementary material shows a schematic of a KL. The details of the
simulation setup for uniaxial flat punch compression are also given
there.

Figure 1 shows stress–strain curves for the kagom�e unit cell
(KUC) made from solid Ni nanorods (SKUC) and hollow tubes
(HKUC). The Young’s moduli of SKUC and HKUC, computed from
the elastic regime of stress–strain curves, are 54.8GPa and 34.57GPa,
respectively. The SKUC has a higher Young’s modulus because it has a
higher density and, therefore, higher load-bearing capacity. The
stress–strain curves also indicate that the yield point of HKUC is
higher (3.9% strain) than that of SKUC (2.5% strain). These systems
show differences not only in their Young’s modulus and yield point
but also in their response to compression after yielding. In the case of
the SKUC, the load bearing capacity after the yield point decreases
with an increasing strain. In contrast, the maximum load bearing
capacity of HKUC remains constant up to 11% strain. The difference
in stress–strain curves shows that the HKUC has higher strength and
toughness.

We have also analyzed atomic stresses and plastic deformation
around the yield point of these systems during compression and relax-
ation phases.25,26 Plastic deformation is characterized by monitoring
the nucleation and density of dislocations. We use an algorithm devel-
oped by Stukowaski et al. to identify different types of dislocations in a
face-centered cubic (FCC) crystal and their Burgers vectors by com-
puting the centro-symmetry parameter for each atom.27,28

We find nucleation of 16 112½ � Shockley partial and 1
2 110½ � disloca-

tion loops on the 111h i plane at the onset of deformation in SKUC.
The dislocations are formed in interfacial regions between the KL and
the flat punch and substrate. Partial dislocation loops propagate on the
111h i plane from the top and bottom interfaces toward the nodal
regions through the beams of the kagom�e cell (see Fig. 2). Figure 2(a)
shows dislocation nucleation near the substrate, and Fig. 2(b) shows
the time step when the dislocation reaches the nodal region of the KL.
Figure 2(b) also shows nucleation of new dislocation loops near the
flat punch–SKUC interface. These dislocations also migrate to the

FIG. 1. Stress–strain curve of flat punch compression of SKUC and HKUC.

FIG. 2. (a)–(c) show plastic deformation of SKUC at the yield point. (a) shows the nucleation of a partial dislocation inside the SKUC near the substrate (marked as 1), which
travels through the node of the SKUC cell on the (111) plane. (b) shows nucleation of another dislocation (marked as 2) near the flat punch–SKUC interface while dislocation 1
reaches the nodal area. This dislocation nucleation and annihilation processes continue and eventually we observe high dislocation density in the nodal region [shown in (c)].
(d) and (e) show regions where the stress is greater than 3 GPa inside the solid kagom�e cell (d) and hollow kagom�e cell (e) just before yielding.
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nodal area of the kagom�e cell. Dislocation loops interact with each
other in the nodal region, and a large fraction of partial dislocation
loops remains near the nodal region, see Fig. 2(c). A small fraction of
dislocations leaves the system through the surface. The nodal area of
the kagom�e cell is a region of high dislocation density, and it acts as a
source for dislocation nucleation along the interfaces. Since the dislo-
cation density does not drop to zero, the system does not require
higher stress for further plastic deformation; see Fig. S2(a). We also
observe that the entire system of struts and the nodal region deforms
during the onset of plastic deformation in the solid kagom�e cell.

The deformation in a hollow kagom�e cell is localized near the
nodal area. Partial dislocation loops nucleate from the corners of the
nodal area and migrate to interfaces of the kagom�e cell with the flat
punch and the substrate. The propagation of partial dislocation loops
involves spiral motion on the 111h i plane, which is also observed dur-
ing the mechanical collapse of a single Ni nanotube subjected to flat
punch compression (for details, see the supplementary material and
movie S1). The spiral motion is caused by geometrical constraints on
the HKUC because it does not have a direct path from the nodal
region to the interfaces on the 111h i plane. Therefore, the deformation
is localized near the nodal area of the HKUC and dislocations do not
reach the interface. Movies S2 and S3 in the supplementary material
show plastic deformation and dislocation motion during yielding in
these systems.

Figure S2(b) in the supplementary material shows dislocation
density during yielding of the HKUC. The drop in the dislocation den-
sity is due to the annihilation of dislocation loops from the inner and
outer walls of the kagom�e cell. Note that the dislocation density does
not vanish as it does in the case of the SKUC. Here again, the disloca-
tion density is higher in the nodal region. In contrast to the solid
kagom�e cell, only the nodal region of the hollow kagom�e cell deforms
and the deformation in the struts is negligible.

The stress analysis before yielding indicates that the solid kagom�e
cell has a higher critical resolved shear stress near the nodal region and
interfacial regions with the flat punch and substrate. In the case of a
hollow kagom�e cell, the maximum stress is near the nodal area.
Figures 2(d) and 2(e) show regions of the SKUC and HKUC with
stresses greater than 3GPa. We have further quantified plastic defor-
mations in these systems using local strain analysis during yielding
(for details, see the supplementary material).29–31 The analysis shows
that deformation is localized near the nodal area of the HKUCs; see
Fig. S3 in the supplementary material.

Figure 3 shows local deformation in a solid kagom�e cell under
compressive strains of 12% and 19%. Large regions of plastic deforma-
tion are observed at these high strains. The deformation is mostly
inside the struts and nodal area of the kagom�e cell. Several types of
defects, such as twinned and slipped regions, are formed as shown in
Figs. 3(b) and 3(d).

Figure 4 shows local deformation in the hollow kagom�e cell
under compressive strains of 11% and 19%. The stress–strain curve
shows that HKUC undergoes a two-stage deformation mechanism.
The maximum load-bearing capacity of the HKUC remains almost
constant and there are localized regions of small deformation near the
nodal area up to 11% strain. At higher strains, there is a drop in the
stress–strain curve due to large deformations in the nodal region and
also in the struts. For strains less than 11%, the maximum stress in the
HKUC is near the nodal region and it shifts to the node and interfaces

at higher compressive strains. Movies S4 and S5 in the supplementary
material show local strain analysis for SKUC and HKUC as a function
of the applied strain. Figure S4 shows dislocation densities inside the
SKUC and HKUC as a function of the applied strain, which again
shows that SKUC has a higher dislocation density even though the
mass per unit volume is the same for both systems, i.e., nickel density
at the beginning of simulation.

Stretching and bending are the dominant deformation mecha-
nisms in hierarchical metamaterials.14,32 Schaedler et al. have observed
bending in flat-punch compression of a kagom�e lattice made from
poly-crystalline Ni.12 We observe bending of struts in response to
compressive load on kagom�e cells. Figure 5 shows bending of beams
as a function of the applied strain. The solid kagom�e cell shows higher
bending than the hollow kagom�e cell. The deformation in the hollow
kagom�e cell is localized near the nodal region up to 11% strain.
Smaller bending and plastic deformation indicate that the hollow

FIG. 3. Local deformation analysis shows regions of plastic deformation in SKUC
at 12% and 19% strain. (a) and (c) show internal regions with local deformation
parameter, D2min, greater than 0.25, and (b) and (d) show twin boundaries at the
outer surface of the SKUC.

FIG. 4. Local deformation analysis showing regions of plastic deformation in HKUC
as a function of the applied strain. Here, up to 11% strain deformation is localized
near the nodal area of HKUC (a) and (b) beyond which both the node and struts
deform (c) and (d).
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kagom�e cell has higher strength and toughness than the solid kagom�e
cell.

In summary, we observe that the hollow kagom�e unit cell (3.9%
strain) has a higher yield point than a solid kagom�e unit cell (2.5%
strain). HKUCs show a two-stage deformation process: for strains less
than 11%, the deformation is localized near the nodal region; above
11% strain, deformation sets in all the struts and nodes. Owing to this
two-stage deformation mechanism, HKUCs show less bending and
higher toughness than SKUCs.

We have also studied the effect of uniaxial compression on a large
KL of dimensions 210� 140� 70 nm3, which is made from hollow
KUC and consists of � 30 � 106 atoms. This larger KL lattice also
shows a unique deformation mechanism, e.g., localized deformation in
the middle kagom�e cells, but very little deformations in the rest of the
system at strains as high as 15%. The details of the effect uniaxial com-
pression on the larger KL are given in the supplementary material.

See the supplementary material for the simulation details,
description of interaction potential used in the simulation, details of
local deformation analysis, analysis of dislocation density inside SKUC
and HKUC during yielding, uniaxial deformation hollow tube, and
uniaxial compression of the large hollow kagom�e lattice.
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